
Donut Drunk

Dustin and Genevieve Ahkuoi

Speech is slurred,
Tummy's full,

I might throw up,
What have I done?

I'm so turnt of these donuts.

Have some in my car,
some in my dresser.
I know it's not right,
You're empty inside,

But i still like,
when we're together.

I want to fill my bathtub,
full of donuts,

i want to bathe inside of you.

I want to build my house,
with only donuts,

live inside a donut igloo.

So many different flavors,
strawberry filled's a dream,

delicious boston cream.

Sometime's I'm,
white swirl wasted,

but i can't seem to quit,
these donuts got e lit.

I'm covered in glaze,
in a haze,

powdered face,
Sprinkles in my double chin,

but donuts equal life,
so they can't be wrong,

and that's the reason why,
they get their own song.

Donut drunk,
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I chase them with nutella.

So to' up,
use them as buns,

on my burger.

My friends are telling me to diet,
but you're filled with jelly,

they are just jelly,
I DONUT care,

Shut up be quiet.

I have a donut hole,
inside my soul and,

it can only be filled with you.

Donuts should run for mayor,
'cause the would get my vote,

they fill me up with hope.

When I'm in a sugar coma,
the only thing I need,

to bring me back to speed,
is chocolate glaze,

blueberry cake,
stuff my face,

maple bacon turns me on,
I nearly wreck my car,

when I am driving home,
when that red light,
suddenly comes on.

Red light,
red light,
red light,
red light.

Comes on,
comes on,
comes on,
comes on.

Red light,
red light,
red light,



red light.

Comes on,
comes on,
comes on,
comes on.

Donuts have magic powers,
'cause they make it OK,
to wake up and eat cake.

You can keep your cauliflower,
your carrots and your kale,
we've found the holy grail.

I'm covered in glaze,
in a haze,

powdered face,
sprinkels in my double chin,

but donuts equal life,
so they can't be wrong,

and that's the reason why,
they get their own song.
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